
Life Purpose Archetype Number 3
Giving birth to my creations brings me joy!

Creative Self Expression

If your Life Purpose is symbolized by Archetype Number 3:
You are an Artist of Life!

The ultimate goal of the Archetype Number 3 is Self Expression and Creativity manifested through thought,
feelings, words, music, arts, or any creative endeavor. The Number 3 Archetype contains the energy and
capacities of the Artist of Life who gives birth to many creations and who is filled with the joy of life, like a
healthy child, through the thrill of self-expression. This creative divine child is fully present and relaxed in
the now. They are playful, fun loving, and finds simple pleasure through creative self-expression in any and
all forms.

The Number 3 can be expressed by the three lines of a triangle, which
represent a trinity: a group of 3 distinct but closely related members.
Examples include the Christian concept of the Father-Son-Holy Spirit,
past-present-future, birth-life-death, Maiden-Mother-Crone, and body-
mind-spirit to name a few! The most essential Trinity representing the
Number 3 to be symbolized by the trinity of Mother and Father giving
birth to a Child, the Divine Child!

For the Archetype Number 3, when you are centered and aligned, you:

Are an Artist of Life engaged in the art of living
Value creative expression above all
See creative opportunity in every moment
Take what’s within and make it available for others to experience
Are centered in the moment and capable of spontaneity
Possess the gift of words, both spoken and written
Have a great sense of humor and love to laugh
Love to play and celebrate
Are here to uplift and inspire others, adding beauty and feeling to all expressions
Give birth to joy and contribute to the creation of a better world

When stressed, triggered, in need of healing or additional leadership skills, you
may:

Get depressed when not expressing yourself creatively for long periods
Have difficulty finding channels of expression that are right for you
Think it’s wrong or selfish to enjoy the pleasure of creative expression
Be moody and hold a grudge
Become chaotic, disorganized and untidy within the creative process
Discourage easily and give up if you don’t get the results you want
Be overly concerned about gaining the praise of others



Not allow yourself the space to play or create just for the pleasure of it
Get caught up in fantasies, and I can’t actualize my inspirations
Allow self-doubt to cause you to procrastinate

EXAMPLE OF THE ARTIST

There are a multitude of historical and present day artists that represent the many expressions of the
Archetype Number 3: Inventor and painter Leonardo DaVinci, Painter Vincent Van Gogh, Sculptor Pablo
Picasso, Painter Georgia O’Keefe, Actress Meryl Streep, Actor and Director Robert Redford.
Comedian and actor Robin Williams was a modern day example of how the Number 3’s self expression, joy
of living, and the divine child can be demonstrated.

Here is a quote from Will Vought, who played Williams’ role of the Genie in the Disney California
Adventure’s stage production of Aladdin: “He (Robin Williams) had the possibility to fully create a world
from scratch and take us there while standing alone onstage using only his gifts. He was a brilliant joke
writer but also a master of voices, physical comedy and creating characters that we’ve never seen before. A
Mozart of voices that redefined stand-up comedy, no one ever saw or heard anything like Robin Williams
and likely never will again.”

Popular examples of Life Purpose Archetype Number 3

Actor Alan Alda
Journalist Barbara Walters
Former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton
Musical performer David Bowie
Singer Enya
Actress Jodie Foster
California Hell’s Angels founding member Sonny Barger
Actor and Comedian Bill Cosby
Singer Josh Grobin
Rapper Snoop Dogg
Former GE CEO Jack Welch

Famous Sayings that Exhibit Life Purpose Archetype Number 3: You are an
Artist!

“Others have seen what is and asked why. I have seen what could be and asked why not.” – Pablo
Picasso
“You can never solve a problem on the level on which it was created.” – Albert Einstein
“Think left and think right and think low and think high. Oh, the thinks you can think up if only you
try.” – Dr. Seuss

The Life Purpose of Creative Self Expression is an energy that you came here to be. Like a radio
station, you broadcast the energy of your Life Purpose 24-7, just because you exist. The expression of each
Life Purpose Archetype will constantly evolve and influence your choices each day throughout your lifetime.


